Fall and Spring Curriculum Enrichment Fees for
Orchestra Class Students 2022-23
Enrichment Fees Help Pay For:
• Orchestra Camp (Fall & Spring)
• Clinicians/Instructional Staﬀ: Sectional Coaching
on Violin, Viola, Cello, and Bass
• Music Literature/Resources
Banquet
• Instrument Maintenance/Repair
• Equipment/Supplies
• Resources for Orchestra Instruction
Camp Fees
• Awards Banquet (subsidized)
• Leadership Training
• Local Field Trip (subsidized)
• Fees to Participate in GMEA Events

How Curricular Enrichment
Fees Benefit Your Student
Field Trip

7%

Clinicians/
Instructional Staﬀ

17%
43%
16%

Leadership Training

3%

15%

Music Resources

Fall Semester $150
Spring Semester $150
Total for the Year: $300
We offer a unique program at Harrison with enrichment opportunities that we are able to
provide to our students from the support of the Harrison Orchestra Boosters (HOB). The
orchestra has a rich tradition of bringing in professional clinicians to teach masterclasses
on a regular basis to provide more individualized instruction to each of our string sections.
The amount of money that the orchestra receives from the county each year makes up
about 10% of the operating budget for the year. Therefore, in order to provide enrichment
experiences for students to achieve excellence at such high levels, the HOB supplements
what the county is able to provide. All students in orchestra pay a curriculum enrichment
fee of $150 for the Fall semester and $150 for the Spring semester. This fee ensures that
we are able to continue to provide the highest quality orchestra class curricular program for
our students. If a family has financial difficulty with the enrichment fee for their student,
please contact Mr. Mori to discuss options. It is the mission of the Harrison Orchestra
Boosters to provide and support the orchestra program to receive the highest quality of
musical enrichment and experiences and our goal is to support the vision of Helping
Orchestra Youth Achieve Success.

